In the calm before
the storm
Equip your sites
with WZBob and achieve
simultaneous, site-wide
lightning alerting

www.dtn.com/mining-wzbob

a DTN company
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Lightning
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WZBOB EXPANSION
WZBob seamlessly integrates with your existing lightning detection
system. It is a completely automated system, with a simple setup,
and comes with a real-time system health and monitoring service.
MASTER
WZBob
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Desktop & Mobile Alert Dashboard

UHF Radio Connection

Light Beacons & Sounder

With a combination of light beacons,
sounders, and a modular, scalable
configuration, you can customize the
setup to suit any site arrangement and
maximize your coverage.

Improve lightning risk awareness
Ensure simultaneous site-wide lightning risk
communication, not only for your operations but also
contractors and visitors who don’t have access to an
existing alerting system. The light and sound alerts
give everyone adequate time to act quickly when
thresholds are breached.

KEEPING YOUR PEOPLE AND ASSETS SAFE

Weatherzone’s WZBob
expansion system extends
your lightning alerting
capabilities in the field,
ensuring your staff stays
safe and aware.

REMOTE
WZBob(s)

Light Beacons & Sounder

Gain seamless,
scalable integration
WZBob easily integrates with your
existing lightning detection network,
providing a no-fuss option for increased
safety coverage that is scalable.

Save time with a simple setup
The solution is easy to install,
completely automated, and supported
by a real-time system health and
monitoring service.

Increase your detection accuracy
Ensure lightning proximity accuracy
by utilizing our Weather and Lightning
Alerting System (WLAS) alongside
WZBob. Their dual effectiveness
increases safety and reduces
unnecessary shutdowns.

Reduce incidents in the field
When lightning alerting systems are limited only
to mobile phone notifications, they can be easily
missed and be a distraction. Providing clear light
and sound-based on-site alerts decreases your
team’s reliance on mobile phones, keeping their
focus on the work at hand.

Customized to your response plans
WZBob can be customized to your trigger action
response plans and other requirements, ensuring
you are solidifying the safety of your sites based on
your existing, functional parameters. We like to
keep it simple.
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